
ALREADY a globally recognised phenomenon 
in electronic music, the reach of Afro house 
keeps expanding, just as its sounds keep 
diversifying. Off ering a formidable snapshot 
for all producers, Beatport Sounds’ latest 
collaboration with Kemet Soul Records leans 
into the pulsating, hypnotic advantages of 
a style that has international dancefl oors in 
raptures.
Featuring all the necessary elements to weave 
together your own tapestry of Afro house, 
deep basslines are of course featured in 
abundance, the essential, speaker-shaking bed 
of any notable Afro house hit. From there, the 
possibilities for layered and interlocking rhythms 
are endless. Synths, arps and marimbas carry 
an authentic fl avour, and can even be used for 
more organic house; although the generous 
285MB sample pack is delivered at an 
accessible 121bpm, any genre benefi ts from 
the soul and melody of Afro house.
Indeed, whether you’re specialising in strong 
rhythm tracks perfect for MCs or emotional, 
big-room moments that you might fi nd in a 
Black Coff ee set this summer in Ibiza, Beatport 
Sounds’ ‘Afro House’ has the goods. Just don’t 
forget to add a sleigh bell for good luck. 
• For a free 30-day trial of Loopcloud, visit 
Loopcloud.com

presents a collection of the 
fi nest sample packs for DJing 
and producing

Each month Loopcloud delve into their 
extensive sample library catalogue and 
present a package of the month
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“FL STUDIO, the software that captivated my passion for making 
music, holds a special place in my heart. The aff ordability and 
lifetime free upgrades made it an attractive choice. Its user-friendly 
interface, bundled plugins, and remarkable vocal editing tools 
instantly won me over. As a beginner, FL Studio made the process 
of creating music enjoyable and eff ortless. I was overjoyed by the 
fact that I could record, mix and master my songs all in one place. 
“With FL Studio, the experience is akin to having a portable 
professional recording studio at my fi ngertips. This remarkable 
software empowers me to stay creative and work on songs even 
while traveling, whether I fi nd myself on a plane or train. The 
freedom and fl exibility it provides is truly unparalleled. When a 
creative mind discovers the perfect tool to manifest its vision, 
extraordinary things happen. FL Studio provided me with the 
means to channel my artistic aspirations into professional music 
production. It enabled me to explore the depths of my musical 
creativity.

“FL Studio has become my faithful companion, ensuring that 
no creative ideas go unrealised. Its versatility and compactness 
enable me to continue crafting music regardless of my physical 
location. The convenience of having a fully functional recording 
studio within my laptop is truly a game-changer. Even to this day, 
FL Studio remains my go-to software for creating awe-inspiring 
music. I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to FL Studio for 
empowering me to take my initial steps in the realm of music 
production.”

Can’t 
Live 
Without
Ghanaian-
born DJ and 
producer 
Storch Blaize 
Can’t Live 
Without FL 
Studio

All In The Mix
DJ.studio is a new company 
that has released a software 
program that combines the 
fundamentals of different 
DJ techniques into one 
simple-to-use device. DJ.
studio also incorporates AI 
to allow users to quickly 
create and share 
professional mixes for a 
number of uses, be it radio 
or setting up playlists.
£free
• dj.studio
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